[Small cell lung cancer: pathology and molecular pathology].
In the current WHO classification, together with the subtype of combined small cell lung cancer, small cell lung cancers (SCLC) are listed as a special tumour entity. Their microscopic appearance is characterised by small tumour cells with scant cytoplasm and frequently hypodiploid nuclei. For the precise histological diagnosis of SCLC, especially for the diagnostic differentiation from pulmonary NHL infiltrates, additional immunohistochemical investigations are recommended. The presented core classification of lung cancer is intended to facilitate the semi-quantitative registration of "atypical" SCLC. Genetically SCLC is especially characterised by manifold chromosomal deletions with losses of whole chromosomes or chromosome arms, associated with the inactivation of numerous tumour suppressor genes. Whereas the extensive DNA losses may explain the marked sensitivity of SCLC to anti-neoplastic chemotherapy or radiotherapy, its considerable chromosomal instability is correlated with the development of resistance to therapy.